LOLLIPOP

HEY WHAT'S THE BI' IDE-A YO MIKA

I SAID SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN
I SAID SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN

SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN
SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN
SAY LOVE SAY LOVE OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DO-O-OOWN
SAY LOVE SAY LOVE OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN

I WENT WALKIN' MY MOMMA ONE DAY WHEN SHE WARN ME WHAT PEOPLE SAY
LIVE YOUR LIFE UNTIL LOVE IS FOUND 'COS LOVES GONNA GET YOU DOWN
TAKE A LOOK AT THE GIRL NEXT DOOR SHE'S A PLAYER AND A DOWNRIGHT BORE
JESUS LOVES HER SHE WANTS MORE OH BAD GIRLS GET YOU DOWN

SINGIN'
SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN
SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN
SAY LOVE SAY LOVE OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DO-O-OOWN
SAY LOVE SAY LOVE OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN

MAMA TOLD ME WHAT I SHOULD KNOW TOO MUCH CANDY GONNA ROT YOUR SOUL
IF SHE LOVES YOU LET HER GO 'COS LOVE ONLY GET YOU DOWN
TAKE A LOOK AT A BOY LIKE ME NEVER STOOD ON MY OWN TWO FEET
NOW I'M BLUE AS I CAN BE OH LOVE'S GONNA GET ME DOWN

SINGIN'
SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN
SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN
SAY LOVE SAY LOVE OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DO-O-OOWN
SAY LOVE SAY LOVE OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN

I WAS WALKIN' MY MOMMA ONE DAY WHEN SHE WARN ME WHAT PEOPLE SAY
LIVE YOUR LIFE UNTIL LOVE IS FOUND OR LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN

SINGIN'
SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN
SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN
SAY LOVE SAY LOVE OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DO-O-OOWN
SAY LOVE SAY LOVE OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN

MAMA TOLD ME WHAT I SHOULD KNOW TOO MUCH CANDY GONNA ROT YOUR SOUL
IF SHE LOVES YOU LET HER GO 'COS LOVE ONLY GET YOU DOWN

WAA-O-OH WAA-O-OH WAA-O-OH LOLLIPPOP
WAA-O-OH WAA-O-OH WAA-O-OH LOLLIPPOP
SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN
SUCKIN' TO HARD ON YOUR LOLLIPPOP OH LOVE'S GONNA GET YOU DOWN
LOLLIPPOP